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This thesis aims to analyze the types of violation of maxims used by the 
main characters and its context of situation that affect the main characters in 
violating the maxims in “Knives Out” movie. The researcher uses Gricean theory. 
In this study, the data is the utterances from Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale.  
The method of this study was descriptive qualitative method. The way the 
researcher collected the data was by downloading both the “Knives Out” movie 
and its movie script from a website. The researcher gave code to the utterances 
which contained violation of maxims. Then the researcher classified the utterances 
based on the type of the four maxims and explained the context of situation which 
affected the characters in violating the maxim.  
 Based on the result of the study, the researcher finds 20 utterances uttered 
by the main characters that violate the four maxims, those are 4 utterances of 
violation of maxim of quantity by giving more information when the main 
character tries to reveal the case, 5 utterances of violation of maxim of quality by 
giving sarcastic statement when the main character feels resentful to other 
character because of her innocence, 9 utterances of violation of maxim of 
relevance by giving unrelated answer and hiding the truth when the character 
wants to dig the information, and 2 utterances of violation of maxim of manner by 
giving exaggerating and ambiguous answer when the characters feel confuse 
about the suspect and gave more description about the suspect of the case. In this 
study, violation of maxim of relevance is the most violated maxim than others.
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Kata Kunci: pelanggaran maksim, konteks situasi, film Knives Out 
 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisa jenis-jenis pelanggaran maksim 
yang digunakan oleh Benoit Blanc dan Ransom Drysdale serta situasi yang 
memengaruhi mereka ketika melanggar maksim dalam film “Knives Out”. Penulis 
menggunakan teori dari Grice. Di penelitian ini, data yang digunakan adalah 
ucapan-ucapan dari Benoit Blanc dan Ransom Drysdale.  
Metode dalam penelitian ini adalah metode deskriptif kualitatif. Peneliti 
mengumpulkan data dengan cara mengunduh film “Knives Out” beserta skrip film 
dari sebuah website. Peneliti memberikan kode terhadap ucapan-ucapan yang 
mengandung pelanggaran maksim. Kemudian, peneliti mengelompokkan ucapan-
ucapan tersebut ke dalam 4 tipe pelanggaran maksim dan menjelaskan konteks 
situasi yang memengaruhi para pemeran utama dalam melanggar maksim. 
 Berdasarkan hasil dari penelitian ini, penulis menemukan 20 ucapan dari 
Benoit Blanc dan Ransom Drysdale yang melanggar empat maksim, yaitu 4 
ucapan yang melanggar maxim kuantitas dengan memberikan informasi yang 
berlebihan ketika Benoit Blanc mencoba untuk mengungkap kasusnya, 5 ucapan 
yang melanggar maksim kualitas dengan memberikan sindiran ketika Blanc 
merasa kesal dengan kepolosan pemain lain, 9 ucapan yang melanggar maksim 
hubungan dengan memberikan jawaban yang tidak sesuai dengan topic 
pembicaraan dan menyembunyikan kebenaran ketika pemain ingin menggali 
informasi tentang kasusnya, dan 2 ucapan yang melanggar maksim cara dengan 
memberikan penyataan yang melebih-lebihkan dan ambigu ketika pemain merasa 
kebingungan mengenai pelaku dan untuk memberikan gambaran pelaku kejahatan 
dari kasus tersebut. Dalam penelitian ini, pelanggaran maksim hubungan adalah 
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 This chapter presents background of the study, statement of problems, 
significance of study, scope and limitation, and definition of key terms. 
 
1.1 Background of Study 
 Communication is a verbal action of a process called sending-receiving 
messages. Communication aims to share the information with others. By 
communicating with others, people will have a chance to share new ideas, 
information, and knowledge. The form of communication is a conversation. Clark 
and Clark (1977, p. 25) stated that there are three elements in a conversation, 
those are a speaker, a listener, and a certain language. The listener is expected to 
understand the information uttered by the speaker. Between the speaker and the 
listener should be cooperative so that the message in the conversation can be 
delivered successfully. It can be said that the goal of communication is when the 
participants in a conversation have the same view. 
The application of cooperative principles can lead the people in a success 
conversation. When people utter clearly and avoid ambigouity, it can be said that 
they reach the goal of communication. A communication happens when the 
participants can understand the meaning of the utterances. Therefore, in order to 
understand the utterances‟ meaning, the participants should observe the context, 
such as the listener, the situation during the conversation happens, and the topic of 
a conversation (Fromkin et.al, 2003, p.208). 
 



































 During a communication, sometimes the response given by the listener is not 
matched with the topic uttered by the speaker. There are some reasons when the 
participant cannot state the meaning of their utterances directly in a conversation. 
The participant tends to give other response, for examples, give unmatched 
response from the topic, the response is ambiguous, state a wrong information, 
and give too little or too much information. Those reasons lead violation in a 
conversation.   
 Paul Grice is the expert who introduced four principles in order to get the 
meaning in conversation. Those principles are maxim of quantity, maxim of 
quality, maxim of relation, and maxim of manner. But in real life, obeying the 
maxim is a kind of difficult thing to do. It leads people to break the maxims which 
can be called as non-observance. One of non-observance maxim is maxim 
violation. Maxim violation is a condition when the speaker gives untrue 
information to the listeners so it causes misunderstanding to the listeners. The 
speakers try to give the truth but they say the false one (Thomas, 1995, p. 72). It 
can be said that violating maxim has a similar condition when people tell a lie to 
others. 
Many researchers have conducted a research about maxim violation. The 
first is conducted by Muhassin (2019). He conducted research about students‟ 
violation of cooperative principles in thesis exams. This research applied Grice‟s 
maxim theory and found that maxim of relation was the dominant violation in the 
thesis exam. From the data, the researcher collected thirteen utterances containing 
maxim violation. The result showed that violation of  maxim of quantity was the 
 



































dominant in this research. However, the researcher only mentioned the factors 
which made the participant violating the maxims without analyzing the situation 
happened.  
The second previous study was conducted by Wijaksana (2016). His study 
was entitled The Violation Maxim Used in Television Program. In conducting this 
research, the researcher used Grice theory and Cho and Lake theory. The 
researcher found nineteen utterances which contained maxim violation. This 
research proved that violation of maxim was still understandable for the listener to 
catch the meaning. Besides, although the speakers violated the maxim, the 
speakers had strategies to repair the maxim so the discussion was more attractive 
and interactive.  
The third previous study about violation of maxim is conducted by 
Suartana, Ramendra, and Juniarta (2018). Their study was about an analysis of 
maxim violation to achieve politeness in teacher‟s utterances in which the students 
of SMPN 3 Singaraja as the participants. This study applied two aspects from 
pragmatics study, such as cooperative principle and politeness strategy. The result 
showed that maxim of quality was the most often violated maxim of all. This 
research showed that maxim violation was done by the speaker in order to achieve 
politeness toward the listener.  
The next researchers who have conducted a study about violation of 
maxim are Alfina and Subiyanto (2016). This study was entitled The Maxim 
Violation on Mata Najwa Talk Show „Selebriti Pengganda Simpati‟. The data of 
this research were taken from the utterances from Mata Najwa talk show which 
 



































was broadcasted on Metro TV. The result showed that fifteen utterances were 
violated by the guest. These maxim violations were done by the guest in order to 
keep pride and image toward others. Unfortunately, the researcher restated the 
purpose of the study in conclusion which is not needed since the researcher 
already stated it in introduction.  
However, many studies on violation of maxim (Muhassin, 2019; 
Wijaksana, 2016; Suartana, Ramendra, &Juniarta, (2018); Alfina&Subiyanto, 
(2016) have focused on the use of violation of maxim using Gricean theory in 
different data sources, such as TV program, talk show, and student examination. 
But, as far as the researcher knows, none of the previous researchers analyze the 
violation of maxim and the context of situation theory whereas context of 
situation have influences which make the subject violates maxim. Then, the 
present researcher intends to examine about violation of maxim and also the 
context of situation when the conversation occurs. In addition, the researcher uses 
movie as the data source of this research, it is “Knives Out” movie.  
This movie is begun with a dead body of Harlan Thrombey, a famous 
mystery novel writer, in his room in the morning after his birthday celebration. 
His family is shocked to know this and hire detectives from cops to reveal the 
case, except one of a family member, Ransom Drysdale. But then, an ungoverned 
detective, named Benoit Blanc, also come to investigate this case after he received 
an anonymous letter which ordered him to reveal the case.  
Ransom Drysdale and Benoit Blanc are two appropriate characters to be 
analyzed in this research since they have their own way to solve their problem. 
 



































Benoit Blanc has a unique way to reveal the case. He starts the investigation by 
interviewing every person in Thrombey family, including Marta, Harlan‟s nurse. 
After interviewing them, he continues to investigate around the house which is 
possible to find the evidence. During the investigation, he is really careful about 
everything. For example, he finds the mud which cannot be seen by other 
detectives along the corridor to Harlan‟s room. Besides, he always puts jokes 
wherever he is. Then, Ransom Drysdale is an ignorant and ridiculing man. Also, 
he is cunning in making a plan to cover his mistakes. He acts like he is the victim 
of that incident. His personalities make him interesting to be analyzed in maxim 
violation. These are the reasons for the researcher in analyzing these main 
characters.  
 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
Based on background of study above, the researcher writes the following 
statement: 
1. What are the violations of maxims found in “Knives Out” movie? 
2. In what context does the violation of maxim occur between the main 
characters? 
 
1.3 Significance of the Study 
In this research, the researcher hopes that the result of this research can 
give significance to the readers. Theoretically, the result of this research can be 
beneficial to increase knowledge in Pragmatics area especially about cooperative 
 



































principle in violation of maxim. The result is expected to find out that the 
character who violates the maxim has implied meaning which cannot be delivered 
directly.  Practically, the result of this research can be useful as the reference for 
other researcher especially for students of English Department of State Islamic 
University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya who are interested in analyzing violation of 
maxim in a movie.    
 
1.4 Scope and Limitation 
In this present study, the scope and limitation are limited to analyze 
violation of maxim used by the main characters, Benoit Blanc and Ransom 
Drysdale, in “Knives Out” movie. The researcher limited the subject of this 
research to Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale as the main characters. Then, the 
data of this research will be in the form of words, phrases, clauses, and sentences 
which are uttered by Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale. By giving limitation, it 
will ease the researcher in analyzing maxim violation and also its context.  
 
1.5 Definition and Key Terms 
1. Violation of Maxim: a condition when the speaker does not fulfill the rule of 
a certain maxim   
2. Conversational maxim: the rules in a conversation where the people must 
contribute in the conversation by giving informatifve answer, stating the fact, 
not ambiguous answer, and relevant.  
 



































3. Cooperative principle: set of principles which must be obeyed by the speaker 
and the listener so they can achieve the effective communication. 
4. Movie: moving picture which is presented in series recorded with sound that 
tells a story which is watched at movie theater or on a television 
 



































REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter shows the theories which are relevant with the topic of the study, 




 One of a study of conversational structure is implicature. Levinson (1983, 
p. 97) states that the notion of implicature provides some explicit account of how 
it is possible to mean more than what actually said. It means that some meaning of 
utterance can be beyond the literal meaning. Although the meaning of it beyond 
the literal meaning, it is still possible to be interpreted by the hearer. According to 
Grundy (as cited in Bedraoui, 2012) implicature has its meaning which is 
conveyed indirectly, but it conveys through hints. Although there is hint in an 
utterance, the hearer still can catch the meaning of it. 
Implicature studies about the way in understanding the implied meaning. 
There are two kinds of implicature, the first one is conventional implicature and 
the second one is conversational implicature. According to Yule (1996, p. 45), 
conventional implicature does not happen in a conversation and does not depend 
on the context for interpretation. In the other hand, Yule (1996, p. 40) states that 
conversational implicature is needed when the speaker talks with some additional 
meanings. Furthermore, conversational implicature is divided into two, 
generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational 
 



































implicature. Generalized conversational implicature means that the utterance of a 
conversation does not need special background in understanding the additional 
meaning while particularized conversational implicature means that the 
background knowledge is needed to understand the additional meaning. As the 
concern, this research focuses on the conversational implicature especially 
particularized conversational implicature since this research relates to context of 
situation and cooperative principle.  
 
2.2 Cooperative Principle 
In communication, there is a set of principles which is called as 
cooperative principle. In order to have a good communication, between the 
speaker and the listener must obey the principle so the listener can understand 
what the speaker meant (Grice, 1975). Besides, when the communication happens, 
the speakers and the listeners should make the contribution as it is required by the 
accepted purposes or direction of the talk exchange in which the speaker and the 
listener are engaged (Grice, 1975, p.48). Based on Gricean theory, maxims are 
divided into four, those are: 
2.2.1 Maxim of Quantity 
 The rule of this maxim is informative. It means that the speaker requires 
in making contribution as informative as possible. When a person gives the 
information than it is required, it can be concluded that she/he violated maxim of 
quantity.  Besides, if the speaker gives too little information, the speaker will fail 
 



































to satisfy the listener so the communication runs ineffectively. Thus, the speaker 
is not allowed to have her/his contribution either shorter or longer.  
2.2.2 Maxim of Quality 
 Maxim of quality requires the speaker to say something true. It means that 
the speaker should tell the truth and avoid to say something that the speaker thinks 
it is a false or statements which lacks of evidence. In this maxim, the speakers are 
expected to say something according to what they believe and able to give support 
or evidence about what they say. Thus, the listeners expect to the speaker to say 
something factual or true.  
2.2.3 Maxim of Relevance  
Maxim of relevance means that the response of the listener must relate to 
the topic from the discussion between the speaker and the listener. According to 
Finegan (2004, p.301), maxim of relevance gives direct response toward the 
listener which is relevant to the ongoing context. This maxim is fulfilled when the 
contribution given by the speaker is relevant to the topic. Therefore, the 
participant of a conversation should give relevant contribution toward the subject 
of conversation. 
2.2.4 Maxim of Manner 
 The rule of maxim of manner is the utterance of the speaker must be 
uttered clearly. So the conversation can be understood between the speaker and 
the listener. By saying something clear, the participant can avoid obscurity of 
expression and ambiguity, be clear, be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). Thus, 
the conversation can run smoothly without any ambiguous utterance. 
 




































2.3 Violation of Maxim 
According to Paul Grice (2002, p.40), violation of maxim is a condition 
when people collide the maxims. People usually apply implicature in their 
conversation to delude the listeners which cause misunderstanding between the 
speakers and the listeners. Because of violating the maxim, the listeners will get 
wrong information. It can be concluded that the speakers fail to deliver their 
message to the listeners. 
Grice (1957, p.49) stated that the speaker can mislead the listener. 
Between flouting and violating has different meaning. Flouting maxim means the 
listener still can catch the message delivered by the speaker. While maxim 
violation means that the listeners get the wrong information from the speakers.  
2.3.1 Violation of Maxim of Quantity 
Violation of maxim of quantity is a condition when the speakers only 
provide little information to the listeners. It is because the speakers want to make 
misunderstanding toward the listeners. According to Grice (1975, p.45), violation 
of maxim of quantity has the criteria, such as uninformative speaker, the speaker 
repeats certain words, talks too much, and the speaker is not to the point . Here is 
the example of violation of maxim of quantity. 
A: Does your dog bite? 
B: No 
A: (bends down to stroke it and gets bitten) Ow! You said your dog does not 
bite! 
 



































B: That is not my dog 
   (Cutting, 2002, p.40) 
By seeing the example, B is violating the maxim of quantity because B 
realizes that the dog meant by A is the dog beside A, not the dog belongs to B at 
home. The violation happens since B does not give enough information to A 
which cause the dog bites A.  
2.3.2 Violation of Maxim of Quality 
Different from violation of maxim of quantity which provides little 
information, violation of maxim of quality provides the wrong information. The 
characteristic from violation of maxim of quality is when the speakers refuse or lie 
to give the true information to the listeners, change the information, and the 
speaker states sarcastic or ironic statement. It can be seen in the conversation from 
Cutting (2002, p. 40) below. 
A: How much did that new dress cost, darling? 
B: (see the tag-50 pounds, but says..) thirty-five pounds   
 It happens when the speaker gives an unsuitable answer to the topic of the 
conversation. B knows that the price of the new dress is 50 pounds, but B gives 
the wrong information to A by saying 35 pounds. Therefore, B is violating the 
maxim of quality since B does not give true information to A.  
2.3.3 Violation of Maxim of Relevance 
Violation of maxim of relevance means that the participant gives a response 
which is not relevant to the topic of a conversation. Besides that, the participant 
 



































changes the topic of conversation in sudden or hides a fact. It can be seen in 
Cutting (2002, p.40) below. 
A: How much did that new dress cost, darling? 
B: I know, let‟s get out tonight. Now, where would you like to go? 
From the conversation above, A asks to B about the cost of a new dress. 
Then, B responds by asking place to hang out that night. B‟s utterance is not 
relevant with the topic of A‟s utterance. B changes their conversation by asking to 
get out that night. Therefore, B is violating the maxim of relevance since B tries to 
change their topic of conversation.  
2.3.4 Violation of Maxim of of Manner 
Other violation of maxim is violation of maxim of manner. This maxim 
will lead the speaker to give an exaggerating and ambiguous answer. In the other 
words, the speakers provide information which cannot be understood by the 
listeners. According to Cutting (2002, p.40), the example of violation of maxim of 
manner is provided below. 
A: How much did that new dress cost, darling? 
B: A tiny fraction of my salary, though probably a bigger fraction of the 
salary of the woman that sold it to me. 
Based on the conversation above, B‟s question is about the price of a new 
dress. But, B‟s answer is not relevant to A‟s question. B‟s answer is about to 
explain her salary between hers and the seller of the dress. It means that B is 
violating the maxim of manner because B‟s answer is not matched with the A‟s 
utterance 
 



































2.4 Context  
In pragmatics, context is one of the elements which is very important 
because it is useful for the language user about how to use the language. It means 
that context in a conversation can bring impact to the speaker. Levinson (1983, 
p.24) states that in Pragmatics, the study of context is needed since Pragmatics 
itself is a study about the context of role plays in utterance. Nunan (1993, p.7) 
states a context of situation refers to a particular situation. He also states about 
non-linguistics context, such as below: 
a. Non Linguistics Context 
Non linguistics context means that a context in which the discourse takes 
place. Non linguistics context is divided into six parts. First is the communicative 
event, for examples jokes, lecture, conversation, story, and greeting. Second is the 
topic which means that the content of a conversation. Third is the purpose of the 
event which is about the intended meaning of an utterance. Fourth is the setting 
which refers to time and place. And the last is the participant in the conversation 
which includes the speaker and the hearer.  
Meanwhile, according to Yule (1996, p.21), context is one of the part of 
linguistics which refers to the phrase that is used. Also, the context and the 
physical environment are easily to know because it has a powerful impact in 
interpreting the expressions.  
In addition, according to Mey (1993), context is a dynamic concept 
which agrees with the environment around and toward the utterance, it can give a 
deeper menaing. It means that the participants can interact each other during the 
 



































communication happens and the interaction of linguistic expression is understood 
in a conversation.  
By the definitions above, it is concluded that context is about the physical 
and social surroundings in which both the speaker and the hearer can interpret the 
meaning of the utterance so it can avoid from misunderstanding. There are several 
points that must be paid attention in context, such as the communicative event, the 
topic of the conversation, the participant, the intended meaning of the utterance, 
the setting, and the background knowledge.  
 
2.5 “Knives Out” Movie 
“Knives Out” is 2019 movie which was directed and written by Rian 
Johnson. This movie was released for the first time on international film festival 
in Toronto then released in America. Many movie critics give compliments for 
this movie since the plot is delightful and every character has a strong influence in 
the movie. “Knives Out” movie elaborates three kinds of genre, those are mystery, 
drama, and comedy. The plot of the movie is begun when Harlan Thrombey, a 
mystery novel writer, was killed mysteriously in his room after his birthday party. 
His family tries to reveal the cause and the murderer by calling the cops. Besides, 
an ungoverned detective, named Benoit Blanc, also handles this case since he got 
an anonymous letter to investigate this case. But, during the investigation, all his 
plans are always ruined by Ransdom Drysdale, Harlans‟s grandson. He is really 
cunning in covering his mistakes. At the same time, he also tries to be humble and 
funny man so people will not suspect at him. At the end of the story, after 
 
































































































This chapter presents the method in analyzing the data, research approach, 
data collection, and data analysis of the study. 
3.1 Research Approach 
 In analyzing maxim violation in the movie, the researcher applied 
descriptive qualitative method. According to Creswell (1988, p.15), a qualitative 
research is an analysis of words and utterances which are taken from recording, 
transcripts, video, etc. Moreover, Arikunto (1990, p.5) stated that a research which 
uses qualitative descriptive method must be reported descriptively in the form of 
word instead of number. Also, the explanation and information in descriptive 
research about the utterances of the characters will be given in the form of 
description (Abidin, 2018).  
 This study concerned on finding and describing the violation of 
maxim and context of situation which was used in “Knives Out” Movie by Benoit 
Blanc and Ransom Drysdale as the main characters. The researcher examined the 
types of violation of maxims and the context of situation from the main 
characters‟ utterances. 
 
3.2 Data Collection 
 In this part, the researcher explained about how the researcher collected 
the data in this study, such as data and data source, research instrument, and the 
steps in collecting the data.  
 



































3.2.1 Data and Data Source 
The source of the data that was used by the researcher to develop this 
research was a movie produced by Rian Johnson which is entitled Knives Out. 
The researcher focused on each utterance in the form of words, phrases, and 
sentences uttered by the main characters in the movie as the data. The subjects of 
this research were Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale. Benoit Blanc and Ransom 
Drysdale were the major characters who had influence in developing the plot.  
Benoit Blanc is an ungoverned detective which was hired by anonymous. 
He is ordered to reveal a murder case of Harlan Thrombey, a mystery novel 
writer. He works as a team with the cops to reveal this case. Since this murder 
case happens in Thrombey‟s house, so Mr. Blanc suspects all the member of 
Thrombey family, includes Marta, Harlan‟s nurse. He investigates all of them and 
around the house to find the evidence of the murder. But, during the investigation, 
all his plans are always ruined by Ransdom Drysdale, Harlans‟s grandson. He is 
really cunning in covering his mistakes. At the same time, he also tries to be 
humble and funny man so people will not suspect at him. The ways Blanc reveals 
the case are intelligence, full of carefulness, but relax make him found the cause 
and the murderer of Harlan Thrombey. The ways Blanc reveals the murder case 
and Ransom Drysdale tries to hide the truth make the plot interesting. Those 








































3.2.2 Research Instrument  
In this research, the instrument was the researcher herself. In descriptive 
qualitative research, the main instrument is human instrument. The researcher 
became the research instrument because some activities related to this research, 
such as collecting, analyzing, and making conclusion were done by the researcher. 
 
3.2.3 Techniques of Data Collection 
To collect the data, the researcher did some steps, such as: 
1. The researcher watched “Knives Out” movie in order to understand about 
the plot, the characters, and the situation.  
2. Then, the researcher downloaded the transcription of the movie which 
could ease the researcher in analyzing the data. It was taken from 
https://www.rian-johnson.com/screenplays 
3. The researcher read the moviescript while watching the movie. 
4. The researcher highlighted the main characters‟ utterances which 
contained violation of maxim in the transcription. 
 
 
3.3 Data Analysis 
 After collecting the data, there were some steps which were done to 
analyze the data by the researcher, such as: 
1. The researcher identified the utterances which contain violation of 
maxim by giving code. In order to ease the researcher in classifying the 
 



































data, the researcher gave code the data into four types of violation of 
maxim, such as: 
Violation of maxim of quantity coded as VM. Qn 
Violation of maxim of quality coded as VM. Ql 
Violation of maxim of relevance coded as VM. R 
Violation of maxim of manner coded as VM. M 
 
Figure 3.3: The Example of Identifying the Data  
2. After that, the researcher classified the highlighted utterances in the 
movie based on the types of Gricean theory about violation of maxim  in 
a table. 


































































3. Then, the researcher explained the context of situation in the movie 
through give attention to the communicative event, topic, purpose of event, 
setting, and the participant in the movie to find out the context that 
affected the characters in violating the maxim.  




















































FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the researcher presents findings and discussion of the analysis 
according to the two statements of problem, those are the types of maxim 
violation used by the characters and the context of situation which affect the 
characters in violating the maxim in “Knives Out” movie.  
 
4.1 Findings  
This section concerns on two points, those are the violation of maxim from 
the characters‟ utterances and the context of situation which influence the 
characters in violating the maxim.  
 
4.1.1 Types of Violation of Maxim in the Conversation of Benoit Blanc and 
Ransom Drysdale 
The researcher found 20 utterances that violated maxim of quantity, maxim 
of quality, maxim of relevance, and maxim of manner which were done by Benoit 
Blanc and Ransom Drysdale in “Knives Out” movie. There were 4 utterances of 
violation of maxim of quantity,  5 utterances of violation of maxim of quality, 9 
utterances of violation of maxim of relevance, and 2 utterances of violation of 








































4.1.1.1 Violation of Maxim of Quantity 
The researcher found 4 utterances that were indicated as violating the 
maxim of quantity. The indicated utterances can be categorized into violation of 
maxim of quantity because it had the rules of violation of maxim of quantity, such 
as when the speaker talks too short or too much, the speaker repeats certain words, 
and the utterance is not to the point. 
Data 1 
Trooper Wagner : An envelope? That worked? 
Blanc : An envelope of cash. So somebody suspects foul play, but 
goes through this ha cha dance of hiring me, of staying 
anonymous. Why? It makes no damn sense. Compels me 
though. Walk me through everyone's whereabouts at the 
time of death. 
 
From the conversation above, Blanc has answered Wagner‟s question on 
“a cash of envelope? That worked?”. However, Blanc‟s respond is more than it is 
required by saying “An envelope of cash. So somebody suspects foul play, but 
goes through this ha cha dance of hiring me, of staying anonymous. Why? It 
makes no damn sense. Compels me though. Walk me through everyone's 
whereabouts at the time of death.” From that utterance, Blanc wants to explain 
the motive of that anonymous of hiring Blanc as the investigator of Thrombey‟s 
death to Trooper Wagner and Lieutenant Elliott. Whereas the question dropped by 
Trooper Wagner is only about the envelope from that anonymous.  
The answer responded by Blanc in that conversation is categorized as 
violation of  maxim of quantity since Blanc‟s answer is more than asked by 
Trooper Wagner. According to Grice (1975, p.45), the speaker violates the maxim 
of quantity when he/she give respond more than it is required.  
 




































Marta : I told Ransom, Ransom told you, and I‟m telling now, it is an 
immovable fact that I killed Harlan 
Blanc : Yes, yes you did, yes he did, yes you are. But.. but, I spoke in the car 
about the hole at the center of this donut. And what you and Harlan did 
that fateful night seems at the first glance to fill that hole perfectly. A 
donut hole in a donut’s hole. But we must look little closer. And when we 
do, we see the donut hole. But a smaller donut with its own hole and our 
donut is not whole at all.  
 
The way Blanc explains his story to Marta makes Marta confuse. She does 
not know what Blanc meant by depicting the case with donut. Blanc‟s explanation 
is too complicated for Marta. Blanc describes his observation to Marta in order to 
make Marta realizes and understands that there is other person who made the plot. 
Also, he depicts the case with some donuts hole which means that there are some 
bad motives behind the case of Harlan‟s death. But seems Marta cannot 
understand Blanc‟s explanation which is seemed from her shaken eyes. As the 
result, Blanc violates the maxim of quantity because his explanation to Marta is 
too much for her to explain his observation and he also mentions a term “donut 
hole” several times which makes Marta cannot understand the point of his 
explanation.  
Data 3 
Lieutenant Eliott : What if someone in the family had observed Marta doing 
something suspicious? 
 Blanc : But they would have had no reason to not speak up. No. 
The answer is not so simple. 
Now with the entire solution in my field of view, the arc of 
this case is a tragedy of errors. And Marta, it will not be 
easy for you to hear. But there is at least one truly guilty 
party behind it all, guilty in the true sense of acting with 
malice, and committing a heinous crime with selfish intent. 
 
 



































Based on the conversation above, Blanc‟s utterance in responding 
Lieutenant Eliott‟s question is too long. It makes Lieutenant Eliott and Marta 
confuse about that. Instead of telling the truth of the case directly, Blanc explains 
too much information to Marta and Lieutenant Eliott to give a description 
indirectly that Marta is not the suspect of the case. Therefore, Blanc‟s utterance 




Marta  : Is this about what Greatnana told you? She saw me that night, she 
mistook me for Ransom 
Blanc  : We‟ll get to that. In the meanwhile, Mr. Hugh Ransom Drysdale, 
you might tell us why you hired me? 
Ransom : Why I hired you? 
Blanc : You're right, let's back up. To the night of the party. Your 
argument with Harlan. What were the overheard words by the Nazi 
child masturbating in the bathroom - "my will" and "I'm warning 
you." You and Harlan were "drama mamas," you shared a love of 
twisting the knife into one another. I don't believe he would have 
slipped it in halfway - no, I submit that Harlan told you everything. 
 
Blanc‟s response toward Ransom‟s question intends to make everyone in 
the room understand that Blanc tries to open the accused of the case. He explains 
a lot, the detail of the accident and states that Ransom already knew the will as the 
main point. As the result, Blanc violates the maxim of quantity since his response 
towards Ransom‟s question before is too much and complicated.  
 
4.1.1.2 Violation of Maxim of Quality 
There are five utterances that are categorized as violating the maxim of 
quality. They are categorized as violation of maxim of quality because they break 
 



































the rules of maxim of quality, such as when the speaker gives untrue information, 
sarcastic respond, and says something that is believed to be false. The data of 
violation of maxim of quantity are explained below.   
Data 5 
Marta : I've never been to a will reading. 
Blanc  : Oh well… You think it'll be like a game show. But think of community 
theatre production of a tax return. 
Marta : So, what are we looking for? 
Blanc : Anything suspicious or out of the ordinary. You‟ll know when you see it. 
 
Blanc says about game show, theatre production, and tax return after 
Marta says that it is the first time for her to come a will reading. Marta does not 
realize that it is sarcasm for Thrombey‟s family. He depicts the case of Harlan‟s 
death as game show, Thrombey‟s family as the theatre production and the 
inheritance as tax return. So, sarcastically, Blanc implies that a will reading is the 
time for Thrombey‟s family to earn much income after they work. As the result, 
Blanc‟s statement violates maxim of quality since he responds Marta‟s statement 
sarcastically.  
Data 6 
Leutenant Eliott : We just wanna ask a few questions 
Ransom  : (nods arrogantly) 
Trooper Wagner : Excuse me. Sir? We‟re officers of the law! 
Ransom : You gonna run me in? I don’t feel like talking. I’m 
distraught. 
 
Seeing from the conversation, Ransom understands that the cops will not 
arrest him. In addition, Ransom says it with normal tone while eating snack. His 
responds implies that he mocks the cops and he does not want to be investigated 
by the cops. He says something that he believes it is something false. Ransom‟s 
 



































respond is categorized as violated maxim of quality because he does not want to 
be asked questions by the cops and he says something whereas he knows that it is 
false.  
Data 7 
Ransom : Hey, Frannie, how about a glass of cold milk? 
Meg  : Hey asshole. Not her name, not her job. 
Ransom : Meg, how’s the SJW degree coming? 
   
Seeing from the conversation above, Ransom underestimate on Meg‟s 
warning. He mocks on Meg‟s warning sarcastically, saying that Meg has an 
ability in defending Fran. He does that because Fran is just a household assistant, 
and he is the family member of Thrombey, so he deserves a service. He ignores 
Meg‟s warning, and denounces her sarcastically. Therefore, Ransom‟s response 
towards Meg‟s statement is categorized as violation of maxim of quality since he 
mocks Meg sarcastically to have a degree of protector.   
Data 8 
Ransom: Marta I'm sorry. I told them everything, I figured it was all up. I'm 
sorry. 
Marta : It's alright Ransom, I'm glad you did. 
Blanc : Not exactly everything though. 
Marta : Is this about what Greatnana told you? She saw me that night, she 
mistook me for Ransom 
Blanc : We‟ll get to that. In the meanwhile,  Mr. Hugh Ransom Drysdale, you 
might tell us all why you hired me. 
Ransom: Why I hired you? 
 
Based on the conversation above, Ransom tries to change the truth to 
everyone by giving Blanc other question. Ransom thinks that the question can 
make Blanc dizzy and avoid him to become suspect from other detectives so the 
truth will not be opened. In the end of the movie, as Blanc‟s suspect, it is a fact 
 



































that Ransom hired him to investigate Harlan‟s death. Therefore, Ransom violates 
the maxim of quality since his question changes the truth so he will not go to the 
jail.  
Data 9 
Ransom  : Fran's alive? 
Blanc   :Oh yes (to Marta). Fran, who will confirm this fairy story or  something  
close to it. (to Ransom) And will send you to jail. 
 
In the conversation, Blanc‟s respond toward Ransom‟s question, “Fran’s 
alive?” seems normal. But, after knowing the situation, Blanc actually changes 
the truth. He knows that the effect of Fran‟s accident can kill her. He does that 
because when Blanc explains the truth, Ransom denies it and says that Blanc is 
lying. So, in order to get Ransom‟s confession about his crime, Blanc tells a lie.  
Therefore, between Ransom and Blanc‟s conversation, Blanc violates the 
maxim of quality because based on Gricean theory (1975, p.45), one of the criteria 
of violating this maxim is giving the wrong information. It is done by Blanc in 
order to make Ransom confesses one of his crime, that is kill Fran to keep his 
secret. 
 
4.1.1.3 Violation of Maxim of Relevance 
In this type of maxim violation, the researcher finds 9 utterances that are 
included in violating the maxim of relevance. The utterances can be categorized 
into maxim violation of relevance because they have the rules of maxim violation 
of relevance, such as when the speaker changes the topic of the conversation in 
sudden and the speaker hides something behind or hides a fact. 
 




































Blanc  : Take a seat please. And you‟re paid a flat rate for how 
many hours a week? 
Marta  : Um.. well I started at 15, and then he.. He needed more 
help.  
Blanc    : Medical help? 
Marta   : He needed a friend 
Blanc   : Does having a kind heart make you a good nurse?  
Lieutenant Eliott : All right Blanc, I mean, this is… 
  
 Blanc‟s utterance to Marta is not the topic of the question in investigation. 
He asks it because he is amazed on Marta‟s kind heart in accompanying Harlan as 
the personal nurse. He does not state directly about what he wants to say in 
investigation. On the contrary, he asks question which is not related to the 
investigation. Thus, Blanc‟s utterance is categorized as violation of maxim of 
relation because his response to Marta‟s utterance is not related and out of the 
topic of the conversation. 
Data 11 
Marta : This family, I should help them, right? 
Blanc : I have my own opinion. But I have feeling you’ll follow your heart. 
 
Blanc responds on her question calmly. He says that he has his own 
opinion for Marta whether to help Thrombey‟s family or not. But, Blanc also 
thinks that Marta will do her will based on her feeling. Blanc‟s statement means 
that Marta will keep helping Thrombey‟s family although Blanc suggests her to 
not helping them.  
According to the conversation, Blanc does not answer Marta‟s question 
directly. Blanc does that because he opines that Marta has her own mind to decide 
something justly. He asserts Marta that what she does is true. He states his own 
 



































opinion rather than answer Marta‟s question clearly. As the result, Blanc‟s 
statement on answering Marta‟s question is categorized into violation of maxim of 
relevance since his response on Marta‟s question is not related to the Marta‟s 
question. 
Data 12  
 Marta: Uh.. yes. It is something I‟ve had since I was a kid. It‟s a physical thing 
that I just the thought of lying.. 
   Yeah, it makes me puke. 
Blanc : Really? Is Richard having an affair? 
Marta : Richard? An affair? 
Blanc : A yes or no will do 
Marta : Mmm.. No.  
 
The conversation tells that Marta explains when she starts that reaction 
when she was kid by saying, “Uh.. yes. It is something I’ve had since I was a kid. 
It’s a physical thing that I just the thought of lying.. Yeah, it makes me puke.”  As 
detective, Blanc wants to use this to dig more information to Marta deeper. Then, 
his careful respond influences Marta‟s reaction. He says , “Really? Is Richard 
having an affair?” Marta cannot avoid the question. So she answers the question 
hesitantly by saying, “Mmm.. No.”. Not for long time, Marta pukes. Trooper 
Wagner and Leutenant Eliott cannot believe that it is true. Seeing the conversation 
and the situation, Blanc‟s respond toward Marta‟s confession about her habit 
implies two things, Blanc is curious about the fact of Marta‟s habit or he wants to 
make sure that his assumption about Richard‟s affair is true so he asks it 
deliberately. 
In addition, Blanc‟s respond is not related to Marta‟s statement. It can be 
seen that Marta explains her habit to Blanc, but Blanc responds it by giving other 
 



































question that is not relevant with Marta‟s explanation before. Therefore, Blanc‟s 
responds is categorized into violation of maxim of relevance since Blanc‟s 
respond is not related toward Marta‟s statement.  
Data 13 
Marta   : I'm just going to go get some Scope 
Blanc : Miss Cabrera, was Harlan planning on cutting off Joni's 
allowance? 
Marta   : I... 
Lieutenant Eliott : Ok don't answer that if you're going to puke. Please. 
Blanc : Meg said Harlan pays the school directly, Joni says he 
sends the money to her.  
Both were true, she was pocketing the double payment, 
Harlan found out and cut her off without a cent. Yes? No? 
 
Based on the conversation, when Marta say “I'm just going to go get some 
Scope”, Blanc does not give her space after she pukes then he throws one 
question, “Miss Cabrera, was Harlan planning on cutting off Joni's allowance?”. 
The response of Blanc towards Marta‟s statement is not matched at all. His 
question implicates that he needs more question to find out the motive behind 
Harlan‟s death by ignoring Marta‟s statement. Moreover, Blanc‟s question is 
categorized as violation of maxim of relevance since he responds other topic 
which is not related from the previous utterance from Marta.  
Data 14 
Marta : You want my insight into this family? None of them are murderers. 
That‟s my insight. 
 Blanc : And yet. Be it cruel or comforting, this machine unerringly arrives at the 
truth. That‟s what it does.  
Marta : Always? 
Blanc : Tomorrow at eight 
 
Marta is not sure on Blanc‟s statement before. She is afraid that everyone 
knows that she is the murderer. So she asks, “Always?” to Blanc to make sure 
 



































herself. But, Blanc responds is not expected by Marta. He says, “Tomorrow at 
eight”.  
According to the conversation, Blanc‟s response to Marta‟s question is not 
related at all. Blanc says that to convince Marta to join him during the 
investigation and proofs his statement before that the truth will be revealed. So, he 
states the time of his investigation in the next day rather that answer Marta‟s 
question. as the result, Blanc violates the maxim of relevance since because his 
response to Marta is unmatched with the topic of the conversation.  
Data 15 
Marta  : You gonna say something? 
Ransom : I always thought I was the only one that could beat him at Go. 
 
Based on the conversation above, Ransom‟s utterance is not relevant with 
the topic of their conversation. He does that because he is surprised on the fact of 
the case and wants to hide the truth from Marta. Therefore, Ransom violates the 
maxim of relevance since his response is not matched with the topic of the 
conversation. 
Data 16 
Marta : You regret helping me yet? 
Ransom : I regret not taking the Beemer 
 
The intention of Ransom‟s respond is trying to make Marta calm because 
Marta is really surprised and drives in a rush after Blanc looks at them. Also, 
Ransom‟s response can imply other meaning, that is he tries to throw a joke to 
Marta that her car is really slow to escape from the police and the detectives. 
Ransom knows that Marta is really panic, but he gives unmatched respond to 
 



































Marta. Ransom‟s response is categorized in violation of maxim of relation 
because Ransom throws unrelated response toward Marta‟s question.  
Data 17 
Blanc : Yes, you did, yes, he did, yes, you are. But.. but, I spoke 
in the car about the hole at the center of this donut. And 
what you and Harlan did that fateful night seems at first 
glance to fill that hole perfectly. A donut hole in a donut‟s 
hole. But we must look little closer. And when we do, we 
see the donut hole has a hole in its center.  It is not a donut 
hole, but a smaller donut with its own hole and our donut 
is not whole at all! 
Lieutenant Eliott : Blanc, look, I understand it is amusing for you but- 
Blanc   : Why. Was. I. Hired? Why would someone hired me? 
Lieutenant Eliott : Someone fishing for a crime to reverse the will, Blanc. 
Come on 
 
 Blanc‟s response toward Lieutenant Eliott‟s statement is not related toward 
his statement before. He mentions that the case of Harlan‟s death is kind of 
amusing case for Blanc as detective. But, since Blanc is piqued to Lieutenant 
Eliott because he never trusts on Blanc‟s method, Blanc perceives it with other 
topic by giving question which is out of from the topic before loudly about the 
motive behind his client hired him. Therefore, Blanc‟s utterance in the 
conversation above is categorized into violation of maxim of relation since he 
talks about other topic which is different from the topic of conversation before.  
Data 18 
 
Blanc    : And we are not finished untangling it. Not yet. Marta, when Greatnana 
spotted you climbing down the trellis, she said „Ransom? Are you 
back again already?‟ „cause earlier that night, Greatnana said „you‟re 
back?‟ 
Ransom : Come on, Marta. This is stooped with the two o‟s. you don‟t have a 
shred of evidence, you‟re just spinning a fairy tale.  
Blanc      : Not a shred no, just as we have no real proof of Marta's mixing up the 
vials so it's your word against - 
Ransom :You have her confession! 
 



































Blanc       : All right, yeah. We do have that. 
 
Ransom tries to hide result in front of the people in the library because he 
does not want his crime exposed and goes to the jail. So he shouts that Marta is 
the suspect on Harlan‟s death because Marta confessed before to the detectives 
that the medicine for Harlan was switched accidentally. As the result, Ransom 
violates the maxim of relevance since his response implies that he wants to hide 
the truth from others.  
 
4.1.1.4 Maxim Violation of Manner 
In this type of maxim violation, the researcher finds two data. They are 
categorized as maxim violation of manner because the speaker exaggerates 
something, uses ambiguous language and slang to people but they cannot 
understand the meaning.  
Data 19 
Linda : Mr. Blanc, I know who you are. I read your profile in the New Yorker. I 
found it delightful. I just buried my 85-year-old father who committed 
suicide. Why are you here? 
Blanc : I am here at the behest of a client. 
Linda : Who? 
Blanc : I cannot say, but let me assure you this: my presence will be 
ornamental, a respectful, quiet, passive observer of the truth. 
 
Based on the conversation, Blanc‟s respond towards Linda‟ question is 
exaggerating. It happens because at the first time, before Blanc introduces 
himself, Linda is already doubt about his presence. So, to make her believe that 
his presence will be needed to solve the case, Blanc exaggerates his respond 
without mentioning his client. As the result, Blanc‟s response toward Linda‟s 
 



































question violates the maxim of manner since his respond is exaggerating from 
Linda‟s expected answer from him.  
Data 20 
Blanc : I anticipate the terminus of Gravity‟s Rainbow 
Marta :Gravity's Rainbow? 
Blanc :It's a novel. 
Marta : Yeah I know. I haven't read it though. 
Blanc : Neither have I. Nobody has. But I like the title. It describes the path of a 
projectile, determined by natural law. Voila, my method. I observe the 
facts without biases of the head or heart, I determine the arc's path, stroll 
leisurely to its terminus, and the truth falls at my feet.  
 
Blanc wants Marta know his method in investigating this case. To make 
Marta understands about his method and to assure Marta that the death of Harlan 
will be revealed, Blanc depicts his method with the title of a novel, Gravity‟s 
Rainbow. Based on the conversation, Blanc violates the maxim of manner because 
his ambiguous response towards Marta‟s statement.  
4.1.2 The Context of Situation that Affect Benoit Blanc and Ransom 
Drysdale in Violating the Maxim 
In this point, the researcher focuses on the explanation of the situation that 
causes the main characters, Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale, violate the 
maxim.  
 
4.1.2.1 Context of Situation in Violation of Maxim of Quantity 
Data 1 
Trooper Wagner : An envelope? That worked? 
Blanc   : An envelope of cash. So somebody suspects foul play, but 
goes through this ha cha dance of hiring me, of staying 
anonymous. Why? It makes no damn sense. Compels me 
 



































though. Walk me through everyone's whereabouts at the 
time of death. 
 The conversation happens in the afternoon, in the backyard of Thrombey‟s 
house. The utterances are conducted by Trooper Wagner and Blanc. Trooper 
Wagner is one of a young cop who was hired to investigate the scandal in 
Thrombey‟s family. Whereas Benoit Blanc, is a private investigator which has a 
lot of achievement. He is very famous as a great investigator. One of article about 
him is also published in the famous American magazine.  
 Their topic of conversation is about an envelope of cash which was sent to 
Blanc anonymously. Blanc explains that somebody sends him an envelope of cash 
anonymously in the morning to hire him as the detective to reveal the case of 
Harlan. He also states clearly that he is perforced to become the detective in 
Harlan‟s case. Then, the purpose of Blanc‟s utterance is to tell Trooper Wagner 
and Lieutenant Eliott that somebody knows about the case earlier and wants Blanc 
as detective, to reveal the case.  
Data 2 
Marta : I told Ransom, Ransom told you, and I‟m telling now, it is an 
immovable fact that I killed Harlan 
Blanc : Yes, yes you did, yes he did, yes you are. But.. but, I spoke in the car 
about the hole at the center of this donut. And what you and Harlan did 
that fateful night seems at the first glance to fill that hole perfectly. A 
donut hole in a donut’s hole. But we must look little closer. And when we 
do, we see the donut hole. But a smaller donut with its own hole and our 
donut is not whole at all.  
 
The conversation above occurs in the library of Thrombey‟s family 
between Marta and Blanc after Marta stated about the possession of the 
 



































inheritance. Their topic of conversation is about Blanc who rejects Marta‟s 
statement that she murdered Harlan. Blanc depicts the case through the term 
„donut holes‟ which means that lots of accidents behind the murder of Harlan. 
Meanwhile, an accident when Marta gives wrong doses to Harlan becomes the 
main point of this case. The intention Blanc uses that term is to explain the 
criminal‟s method in running the plan and makes Marta as the criminal of the case 
through her failure. Blanc tries to make Marta realizes that Harlan‟s murder is not 
because of her mistake. 
Data 3 
Lieutenant Eliott : What if someone in the family had observed Marta doing 
something suspicious? 
 Blanc : But they would have had no reason to not speak up. No. 
The answer is not so simple. 
Now with the entire solution in my field of view, the arc of 
this case is a tragedy of errors. And Marta, it will not be 
easy for you to hear. But there is at least one truly guilty 
party behind it all, guilty in the true sense of acting with 
malice, and committing a heinous crime with selfish intent. 
 
The conversation above occurs in the library in Thrombey‟s house after 
Marta announced to accept the inheritance from Harlan. The topic of their 
conversation is that the case of Harlan can be called as a tragedy of errors 
according to Blanc‟s view. He states that because the plan of the criminal is not 
running well. The intention from Blanc‟s utterance is to state that the criminal of 
the case is not Marta, Harlan‟s personal nurse. There is a person who becomes the 








































Marta  : Is this about what Greatnana told you? She saw me that night, she 
mistook me for Ransom 
Blanc  : We‟ll get to that. In the meanwhile, Mr. Hugh Ransom Drysdale, 
you might tell us why you hired me? 
Ransom : Why I hired you? 
Blanc : You're right, let's back up. To the night of the party. Your 
argument with Harlan. What were the overheard words by the Nazi 
child masturbating in the bathroom - "my will" and "I'm warning 
you." You and Harlan were "drama mamas," you shared a love of 
twisting the knife into one another. I don't believe he would have 
slipped it in halfway - no, I submit that Harlan told you everything. 
 
The conversation between Ransom and Blanc happens in the library of 
Thrombey‟s house. Trooper Wagner takes Ransom to the library as Blanc 
requested before he explores the case. The topic of the conversation above is 
Blanc indirectly suspects Ransom as the accused of the case. It is proven when 
Blanc asks to Ransom, “why you hired me?”. Getting that question from Blanc 
makes Ransom confuse. Then, Blanc explains the plot before Harlan murdered. 
The intention Blanc explains the accident is to reveal the criminal of the case. It 
can be seen from the utterance when Blanc tells that Harlan revealed his will to 
Ransom which makes Blanc restate about “I’m warning you” in which it was 
stated by Ransom to Harlan.  
 
4.1.2.2 Context of Situation in Violation of Maxim of Quality 
Data 5 
 
Marta : I've never been to a will reading. 
Blanc  : Oh well… You think it'll be like a game show. But think of community 
theatre production of a tax return. 
Marta : So, what are we looking for? 
Blanc : Anything suspicious or out of the ordinary. You‟ll know when you see it. 
 
 



































The dialogue happens between Marta and Blanc. They are in the backyard 
of Thrombey‟s house after looking for footprints in the path behind the house. 
They talk about a will reading that will be held at 10.00 am. After Marta said that 
she never comes to a will reading, Blanc responds by saying “Oh well… You think 
it'll be like a game show. But think of community theatre production of a tax 
return.”. The intention when Blanc gives that response sarcastically is to inform 
Marta that a will reading is kind of a salary for Thrombey family members since 
Harlan is wealthy. 
Data 6 
Leutenant Eliott : We just wanna ask a few questions 
Ransom  : (nods arrogantly, then leave the police officers) 
Trooper Wagner : Excuse me. Sir? We‟re officers of the law! 
Ransom : You gonna run me in? I don’t feel like talking. I’m 
distraught. 
 
The conversation happens between Leutenant Eliott, Ransom, and Trooper 
Wagner which takes place in the Thrombey‟s terrace. The conversation is about 
asking Ransom to do investigation with the police officers. Ransom becomes the 
last family member who gets question for investigation because he did not come 
when all the family members were in investigation with Blanc and police officers. 
After Lieutenant Eliott states his purpose, Ransom just nods and leaves them. He 
also states that he is afraid to be investigated by the police officers. By stating that 
statement, Ransom intends to avoid to be investigated so he is save from the 
accusation as the criminal of the case.  
Data 7 
Ransom : Hey, Frannie, how about a glass of cold milk? 
 



































Meg  : Hey asshole. Not her name, not her job. 
Ransom : Meg, how’s the SJW degree coming? 
 
The conversation above occurs in the living room of Thrombey‟s house at 
10.00 am by Ransom and Meg. It talks about Ransom teases Meg with her SJW 
degree. Ransom asks Fran, a household assistant, to take him a glass of milk but 
Meg is annoyed and says that he is impolite by emphasizing Fran‟s position. It is 
responded by Ransom sarcastically by stating Meg‟s SJW degree. The intention of 
Ransom states that because he satirizes Meg as if Fran has the same position with 
them.  
Data 8 
Ransom: Marta I'm sorry. I told them everything, I figured it was all up. I'm 
sorry. 
Marta : It's alright Ransom, I'm glad you did. 
Blanc : Not exactly everything though. 
Marta : Is this about what Greatnana told you? She saw me that night, she 
mistook me for Ransom 
Blanc : We‟ll get to that. In the meanwhile,  Mr. Hugh Ransom Drysdale, you 
might tell us all why you hired me. 
Ransom: Why I hired you? 
 
The conversation above takes place in the library of Thrombey‟s house. 
Trooper Wagner takes Ransom to the library after Blanc asks him. Marta looks 
surprise that Ransom is in Library. Ransom also thinks that he is asked to come in 
the library as the witness over Marta regarding for Harlan‟s death. So, he admitted 
that he confessed everything to the detective which can lead Marta to the jail. 
Marta looks alright because she thinks that she causes Harlan died after giving the 
wrong medicine doses. 
 



































They talk about the reason why Ransom Hired Blanc as detective to reveal 
the case of Harlan. But, Ransom looks confuse and asks back to Blanc why he 
hired Blanc to reveal this case. Ransom asks it deliberately, pretends to look 
confuse as if he knew nothing about Blanc being the detective in this case. The 
intended meaning of Ransom‟s question “Why I hired you?” is to hide the truth 
that in fact Ransom deliberately hired Blanc as the detective. By hiding the truth, 
Ransom will get his inheritance back and the accused of the case is Marta, 
Harlan‟s personal nurse. 
Data 9 
Ransom  : Fran's alive? 
Blanc      :Oh yes (to Marta). Fran, who will confirm this fairy story or  something 
close to it. (to Ransom) And will send you to jail. 
 
The conversation occurs in the library at noon. They talk about Fran‟s 
condition is better after getting treatmeant from the doctor and will make a 
statement that makes Ransom goes to the jail. In fact, Fran died because of the 
accident. Blanc gives wrong information to Ransom by saying confidently that 
Fran is still alive which makes Ransom surprised with the information. The 
purpose of Blanc states that because he wants to give preassure to Ransom so he 
confesses his criminal.  
 
4.1.2.3 Context of Situation in Violation of Maxim of Relevance 
 
Data 10 
Blanc : Take a seat please. And you‟re paid a flat rate for how many hours a 
week? 
Marta : Um.. well I started at 15, and then he.. He needed more help.  
Blanc : Medical help? 
Marta : He needed a friend 
 



































Blanc : Does having a kind heart make you a good nurse?  
Lieutenant Eliott : All right Blanc, I mean, this is… 
 
The conversation between Marta, Blanc, and Lieutenant Eliiott takes place 
in the afternoon at the backyard of Thrombey‟s house. Blanc is going to give 
Marta questions due to the investigation of Harlan‟s death. He already knows that 
Marta is Harlan‟s personal nurse. He must give her questions to find the possible 
motive behind the death of Harlan.  
Their conversation is about Harlan‟s need except medical help. Marta 
calmly says that Harlan also needs friend to accompany him. After saying that, 
Blanc responds which is not the topic of the investigation by throwing question, 
“Does having a kind heart make you a good nurse?”. The intended meaning of 
Blanc by saying that question is to ensure himself that Marta is not lying with her 
statement.  
Data 11 
Marta : This family, I should help them, right? 
Blanc : I have my own opinion. But I have feeling you’ll follow your heart. 
 
The conversation takes place in the library of Thrombey‟s house in the 
morning. Blanc is success in revealing the suspect of the case. The police arrested 
the suspect and brought him to the police station to get his punishment. In the 
library, only Blanc and Marta stay. They have a little talk about Marta‟s opinion 
to help Thrombey‟s family or not. Blanc is sure that Marta has her own choice 
whether to help them or not. The intended meaning Blanc says it is to strengthen 
Marta‟s opinion to help that family because Blanc believes that Marta is able to 
help Thrombey‟s family. 
 





































 Marta: Uh.. yes. It is something I‟ve had since I was a kid. It‟s a physical thing 
that I just the thought of lying.. 
Yeah, it makes me puke. 
Blanc : Really? Is Richard having an affair? 
Marta : Richard? An affair? 
Blanc : A yes or no will do 
Marta : Mmm.. No.  
 
The conversation between Marta and Blanc occurs in the afternoon at the 
backyard of Thrombey‟s house. Blanc is investigating Marta to find the prove of 
the case of Harlan. In addition, Marta confesses that she will puke if she tells lies. 
After knowing the condition, Blanc asnwers by asking Richard is having affair or 
not. The purpose of Blanc says that is to dig information and to find the prove 
which becomes the motive of the case. In addition, he ensures that Marta‟s habit, 
she is puke when she tells lie, is true. 
Data 13 
Marta   : I'm just going to go get some Scope 
Blanc : Miss Cabrera, was Harlan planning on cutting off Joni's 
allowance? 
Marta   : I... 
Lieutenant Eliott : Ok don't answer that if you're going to puke. Please. 
Blanc : Meg said Harlan pays the school directly, Joni says he 
sends the money to her.  
Both were true, she was pocketing the double payment, 
Harlan found out and cut her off without a cent. Yes? No? 
 
In this conversation, Marta and Blanc are in still in the investigation. But, 
Marta wants to take scope after she pukes because she tells a lie about Richard‟s 
affair. In this conversation, Blanc asks again about Joni‟s allowance. Joni is 
Harlan‟s daughter in-law who receives allowance from Harlan for the study of her 
daughter, Meg. Blanc intends to ask that to find out the prove which can be the 
 



































possibility in Harlan‟s murder since he finds a fact from Meg and Joni before that 
they receive the allowance in different way.  
Data 14 
Marta : You want my insight into this family? None of them are murderers. 
That‟s my insight. 
 Blanc : And yet. Be it cruel or comforting, this machine unerringly arrives at the 
truth. That‟s what it does.  
Marta : Always? 
Blanc : Tomorrow at eight 
 
The conversation happens between Marta and Blanc at night in the side 
porch of Thrombey‟s house. Blanc invites Marta to accompany him during the 
investigation. But, Marta refuses it. She thinks that she murdered Harlan using his 
medication so she convinces Blanc that all Thrombey family members are good 
people, not a murderer.  
Furthermore, Blanc responds it by saying “tomorrow at eight” which is 
not related to Marta‟s utterance before. Blanc states it on purpose to assure Marta 
that her belief is not true. So he invites Marta to accompany him during the 
investigation running.  
Data 15 
Marta  : You gonna say something? 
Ransom : I always thought I was the only one that could beat him at Go. 
 
The conversation takes place in a restaurant at night. They are having 
dinner while talking about Ransom who can beat Harlan at plaing Go board. 
Marta is a bit annoyed on Ransom‟s responds after she tells everything when the 
accident happened. She is in panic but Ransom looks like ignored her. Ransom‟s 
statement makes Marta confuse because it is not the topic of their conversation. 
 



































Ransom has just known that his plan to make Marta as the accused of the case is 
mess. He says that he cannot beat Harlan at playing Go means that Harlan is 
smarter than he thinks in this case. But, Ransom will not confess it in front of 
Marta. So, the intended meaning when Ransom says that is to hide the truth by 
giving parable.  
Data 16 
Marta : You regret helping me yet? 
Ransom : I regret not taking the Beemer 
 
The conversation occurs in the morning. Marta and Ransom come to the 
laboratory where Harlan had his blood work before autopsy. But, they do not park 
their car too close with the laboratory because the police officers may suspect 
them as the accused of that burnt laboratory. Their conversation happens when 
Blanc knows them around the laboratory and they try to escape. While they 
escape from Blanc, Marta asks Ransom whether he regrets to help her or not.  
Then, Ransom responds that he regrets not taking his Porsche because Marta‟s car 
is not as fast as his Porsche. Although Ransom‟s utterances seems a joke, but it it 
implies that he is afraid to be catched by the cops. It happens because he is the 
criminal who burnt the laboratory.  
Data 17 
Blanc : Yes, you did, yes, he did, yes, you are. But.. but, I spoke 
in the car about the hole at the center of this donut. And 
what you and Harlan did that fateful night seems at first 
glance to fill that hole perfectly. A donut hole in a donut‟s 
hole. But we must look little closer. And when we do, we 
see the donut hole has a hole in its center.  It is not a donut 
hole, but a smaller donut with its own hole and our donut 
is not whole at all! 
 



































Lieutenant Eliott : Blanc, look, I understand it is amusing for you but- 
Blanc   : Why. Was. I. Hired? Why would someone hired me? 
Lieutenant Eliott : Someone fishing for a crime to reverse the will, Blanc. 
Come on 
 
 The conversation occurs in the library of Thrombey‟s house. They are 
talking about the reason Blanc was hired and the motive behind the death of 
Harlan. Lieutenant Eliott looks so annoyed with Blanc‟s explanation that the case 
of Harlan‟s death is not so simple. He thinks that this case is just a common 
suicide case with the motive to wrest inheritance from Harlan but Blanc makes it 
complicated and confusing.  
 To break the Lieutenant Eliott‟s doubt, Blanc emphasizes why he was 
hired anonymously. Besides, he also emphasizes it in order to explore that this 
case is too complicated both in the side of the plan of the crime and also in the 
side of hiring Blanc as the detective.   
Data 18 
 
Blanc    : And we are not finished untangling it. Not yet. Marta, when Greatnana 
spotted you climbing down the trellis, she said „Ransom? Are you 
back again already?‟ „cause earlier that night, Greatnana said „you‟re 
back?‟ 
Ransom : Come on, Marta. This is stooped with the two o‟s. you don‟t have a 
shred of evidence, you‟re just spinning a fairy tale.  
Blanc      : Not a shred no, just as we have no real proof of Marta's mixing up the 
vials so it's your word against - 
Ransom :You have her confession! 
Blanc       : All right, yeah. We do have that. 
 
 The conversation takes place in the library of Thrombey‟s house. That 
conversation is about Blanc and Ransom have little debate because Blanc explores 
the accident behind the death of Harlan Thrombey to Marta, Lieutenant Eliott, and 
 



































Trooper Wagner. At the first time, Ransom does not respond anything to Blanc‟s 
explanation. He thinks that Blanc makes his own story and Marta will not believe 
in Blanc‟s story. But, as the time passes, Ransom is pressured on Blanc‟s 
explanation. He directly states “you have her confession” which is not related 
with Blanc‟s utterance before. He states it because he intends to break Marta‟s 
focus and also to hide the truth from others that Blanc explanation is all correct. 
 
4.1.2.4 Context of Situation in Violation of Maxim of Manner 
Data 19 
Linda : Mr. Blanc, I know who you are. I read your profile in the New Yorker. I 
found it delightful. I just buried my 85-year-old father who committed 
suicide. Why are you here? 
Blanc : I am here at the behest of a client. 
Linda : Who? 
Blanc : I cannot say, but let me assure you this: my presence will be 
ornamental, a respectful, quiet, passive observer of the truth. 
 
The conversation above occurs in the library at the morning between Linda 
and Blanc. Linda is the first daughter of Harlan Thrombey. She builds her own 
company, a real estate firm located in Boston. After she is married, she works 
together with her husband, Richard, at her company.  
Linda is in investigation with Blanc. Their conversation is about Linda 
who questions to Blanc why he comes to her house. Blanc confidently says that he 
was hired by a client. When Linda asks who hired him, Blanc cannot tell who he 
is. But, Blanc is sure that he will become a detective who can reveal the case. The 
intended meaning when Blanc states that is to assure Linda that he is capable in 
 



































exploring the case. Blanc does that because since the first time Linda saw him, 
Linda is doubt on Blanc‟s ability as detective.  
Data 20 
Blanc : I anticipate the terminus of Gravity‟s Rainbow 
Marta :Gravity's Rainbow? 
Blanc :It's a novel. 
Marta : Yeah I know. I haven't read it though. 
Blanc : Neither have I. Nobody has. But I like the title. It describes the path of a 
projectile, determined by natural law. Voila, my method. I observe the 
facts without biases of the head or heart, I determine the arc's path, stroll 
leisurely to its terminus, and the truth falls at my feet.  
 
The conversation happens at a dark night between Marta and Blanc. It is 
on side porch of Thrombey‟s house. They are talking about a novel entitled 
Gravity‟s Rainbow. Blanc depicts his method is as same as the Gravity‟s Rainbow 
novel. Also, he explains to Marta that he reveals a case by not only focus on one 
thing and give preference of a fact. Using that method, the truth will come to him. 
Marta is confused because she cannot catch what Blanc means by explaining the 
similarity of that title with his method in revealing the case. Blanc keeps 
explaining that to make Marta understand that it is the method he used to reveal a 
case.  
 
4.2 Discussion  
This part focuses on the discussion based on the data findings. The 
researcher focuses on the violation of maxim and context of situation used by 
Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale as the main characters in “Knives Out” 
movie. Violation of maxim of relevance is the most violated maxim used by the 
characters in “Knives Out” movie with 9 occurrences. The characters violate the 
 



































maxim with various ways, such as by giving irrelevant response and unmatched 
utterances from the topic of conversation. The characters do that since they are 
influenced by several situation. For example, Ransom Drysdale violates this 
maxim because he hides the truth to manipulate the police officers and the 
detective so he will not be the criminal of the case. In the meanwhile, Blanc 
violates the maxim in order to dig more information, to find the prove of the case, 
and to hide the truth. 
. The second position is violation of maxim of quality where the characters 
violate the maxim by throwing wrong information and sarcastic statement. By 
applying those ways, Blanc hopes that the criminal of the case confesses his 
criminal. 
In the third position, there is violation of maxim of quantity which is the 
most violated by the characters. It happens because the characters want to tell 
much information than it is required and talk too short in order to reveal the 
suspect of the case Moreover, violation of maxim of manner is the least violated 
maxim in this movie. The researcher found that character gives exaggerating and 
ambiguous answer while he is talking because he wants to explain the method 
used in revealing the case.  
This study is supported by the research finding of Alfina & Subiyanto 
(2016). Their studiy stated that violation of maxim of relevance was dominant 
than others. From Alfina&Subiyanto‟s study (2016), the utterances that are uttered 
by the interlocutors prefer to leave their utterances to others. It aims that the 
interlocutor wants to show politeness and to keep the good image for other guests. 
 



































Whereas, in the present study, the main character, especially for Ransom, violates 
the maxim of relevance because he wants to hide the truth. While, Benoit Blanc 
violates the maxim because he wants to dig more information and to find out the 
prove about the case. Both characters violate the maxim of relvance by giving 
irrelevant responses.  
Furthermore, Blanc and Ransom Drysdale violate the maxim in different 
way. Mostly, Blanc violates the maxim when he does his investigation. For 
example in data 13, Blanc knows that Marta will take some scope after she puked, 
but he violates the maxim of relevance in order to dig more information about the 
truth of Harlan‟s family member. Also, when Blanc finds the criminal, he violates 
the maxim, by giving wrong information, to make the criminal confesses his 
crime unconsciously. In contrast, Ransom Drysdale violates the maxim in order to 
cover his crime because he is the real criminal of the case. one of the example, it 
is shown in data 15 when Marta shares her worry about her family to Ransom, but 
Ransom responds her by talking about Go Board, in which it is not relevant with 
their topic of conversation.  
In this research, the researcher limited the subject of research, those are 
Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale as the main characters from “Knives Out” 
movie. So the researcher gives more attention to the violation of maxim and the 
context of situation from Blanc‟s and Ransom‟s utterances.  
During the conversation happens, both the speaker and the listener must be 
careful in choosing the right diction and the situation. Not all people have the 
same background knowledge which means that some people are perhaps confuse 
 



































with the diction or topic of a conversation. Thus, by keeping up with the topic of 
conversation and choosing the right word, it will avoid misunderstanding which 
cause a good reciprocal with others.  
 
 



































CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter presents the conclusion from the findings and discussion in 
the previous chapter. Also, this chapter show suggestions for the future researcher 
who will focus on analyzing about violation of maxim using Gricean theory. 
 
5.1 Conclusion  
From the analysis above, Benoit Blanc and Ransom Drysdale as the main 
characters in “Knives Out” movie violated four types of maxim. There were 4 
utterances of violation of maxim of quantity, 5 utterances of violation of maxim of 
quality, 9 utterances of violation of maxim of relevance, and 2 utterances of 
violation of maxim of manner. Violation of maxim of relevance became the most 
violated maxim which was performed by the characters while violation of maxim 
of manner was the least maxim violated by the characters.  
The characters violated the maxim in various ways and situations. They 
had tendency to violate the maxim of quantity by giving too much information 
than it is needed when the character felt confuse to explain the motive behind the 
case so the hearer gave much information. Whereas, in violation of maxim of 
relevance, the utterances that were uttered by the characters were not matched 
with the utterances before. They violated that maxim when they were curious 
about unclear information. Moreover, the characters violated maxim of quality by 
giving sarcastic statement and untrue statement when they were resentful to others 
so they threw sarcastic statement and provoked other character to reveal the 
 



































suspect by giving untrue statement. Also, in violation of maxim of manner, the 
characters violated the maxim of manner by exaggerating and ambiguous answer 
to the listener when the character was sure that he can solve the case.  
 
 
5.2 Suggestion  
Based on the result of the research above, the researcher would like to give 
suggestion to the next researcher who wants to analyze the same field. The next 
researcher can analyze the violation of maxim with various aspects and objects of 
research, such as comic, talk show, short movies, etc. Besides, the next researcher 
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